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About This Content

This DLC contains no extra in game material. Instead you get an art book with over 60 pages of concepts and illustrations
that we have created during the making of Medusa's Labyrinth. Buying this DLC is also a way of supporting us, which would be

very much appreciated and also sends a signal to publishers that people are willing to pay for this kind of game. Who knows?
Maybe your contribution will help tip the scales in our favor.
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Where is the Artbook?
Just plays the game???

(Update)
(Problem solved)

Akyra: It's probably in the game files man! Right click on the game, go properties then go to the local files tab and click browse
local files, should be in there!

Thank you @Akyra. The title might be a bit misleading - we usually have a general idea as to what Collector's Editions of games
stand for. This one is a bit different here - Medusa's Labyrinth already has all the content and it is available on Steam
completely free.

With its "DLC" the developer, Guru Games, allows us to provide financial support. In fact, they do actually give you something
extra for the payment - a nice little artbook full of pictures, concept arts as well as information on under what circumstances the
game was born. As usual, the extra content is placed under the game's folder (it cannot be found by launching the software).

Since I found the game amazing I decided to support Guru Games. I hope one day they'll have the chance of either finishing
Medusa or completing another game similarly exciting and captivating as this one.. In my review for the main "game", I stated
that the potential shown in that one short demo made me want to weep. Well, the tears are now officially flowing. If enough of
you bastards buy this further fascinating insight into the world that could have been, who knows? Perhaps this absolutely
stunning vision of Ancient Greece as a pants-\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ly scary horror game could
still see the light of day (or more importantly, the dark of night, with headphones on)...

  Don't expect too much for your five dollars, except the crushing defeat of broken dreams and the chance to show support for a
project which may still one day see fruition. (I can dream, can't I?!) Lovely artwork, amazing concepts...but hey, at least we all
still have Resident Evil 7 to look forward to, right? Yeah, right. You should all be ashamed of yourselves, and this
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 technicolour, multiplayer, NON-horror landscape you've -
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 it, WE'VE - all created. A quick, painless death by meteor is too good for us all.

Verdict: 8\/10.
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